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NICK CLEGG VISITS GLOBE
ACADEMY FOR CAREERS
EVENT

on to university and pursue a successful career. The
event was a great opportunity for pupils to find out
more about different career paths and the options
available to them.”

Deputy Prime Minister, The Rt Hon Nick Clegg MP,
visited Globe Academy on Tuesday 5 April to take
part in a careers advice event for 30 Kilimanjaro
pupils.
Joining representatives from professions including
engineering, architecture, the media and law, the
Deputy Prime Minister spoke to pupils ahead of the
launch of the Government’s social mobility
strategy.

Year 11 student Octavian Godji talked to Nick Clegg
about career opportunities and said: “It was really
interesting and inspiring to hear about the
possibility of working in politics.”
Following the event, Globe Academy appeared in
newspapers, on the tv and the radio. This was a
fantastic opportunity for the school .

Speaking at the start of the event, the Deputy
Prime Minister said: "It is incredibly crucial that you
believe in yourselves. You have as much of a right
to dream of doing the very top jobs in the areas
you care about as anybody else.” He went on to say
that: “Globe Academy is a brilliant school which is
really going places.”
Mr Baigent said: “We were delighted to welcome
the Deputy Prime Minister and such a distinguished
group of professionals to Globe Academy. Our
ambition is that every pupil here should achieve the Mrs Harriet Stokes
qualifications and skills that will enable them to go Marketing
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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The Army Cadet Force Comes To Globe Academy
experiences Cadets should
participate (parade) regularly.
Cadets also have the chance to
train away from their local area
at training camps across the UK.
As part of South-East London
ACF, 72 will take part in an
Annual Camp lasting ten days,
as well as weekend training
with other detachments within
Lambeth and Southwark.
Firing range in Cyprus

On Thursday 24 March, 72
(Bermondsey) Cadet Detachment,
Princess of Wales’s Royal
Regiment was officially opened at
Globe Academy. For many years it
had been based at the RMR Drill
Hall in Bermondsey, but as part of
the Bermondsey Spa project, the
building was destined for redevelopment.
The detachment has a long and
proud association with
Bermondsey and is the direct
descendant of the Southwark
Cadet Company, founded by the
Victorian Social Worker, Octavia
Hill. Her aim was to channel the
natural energies of the youth of
Southwark into challenging and
worthwhile activities and keep
them out of mischief. The
objective has changed little over
150 years and the Army Cadet
Force (ACF) which developed
from Octavia Hill’s first cadet
company still aims to provide
purposeful pursuits for young
people in the local community.
Cadet Force activities are
designed to help young people
become more self-confident,
develop their leadership skills and
improve their physical fitness and
communication skills. It also
encourages team work and selfdiscipline through challenging
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Opportunities for travel are
numerous – In the last two
training, and fosters community
years, cadets from SE London
awareness and respect for others.
ACF have been to Cyprus, Italy
and Germany. Challenge
The ACF offers friendship and
expeditions have also been run
challenge, but most of all it taps
to Lesotho, South Africa, and
into a sense of fun and
adventure. It’s an opportunity to Bolivia. There has been a diving
trip to the Red Sea and every
expand horizons, contribute to
the community and make friends year, cadets across the UK can
for life. The regular training at the apply to attend several
detachment will cover a diverse
range of activities such as
ceremonial drill, first aid, sports,
fieldcraft, navigation and events
that support the local community.
Weekend training away from the
detachment will develop skills in
camping, adventure training, field
exercises and target shooting.
To join the Army Cadet Force,
young people should be in Year 8
at school and can remain a cadet
until they are 18. Recruits are
encouraged to attend for a few
weeks to see whether they enjoy
the experience. They are then
issued with a free uniform (but
have to buy their own boots) and
learn how to wear it correctly and
look after it. Within about three
months, the recruits will be ready
to ‘Pass-Out’ as Basic Star Cadets
– the first of six star levels
towards Master Cadet.

different six-week courses in
Canada. Within the UK, cadets
can apply to attend courses to
develop leadership,
instructional techniques, music,
marksmanship, map and
compass reading, camping and
adventure training.

72 Detachment meets every
Monday and Thursday and to get
the most out of the activities and

Des Smith
Head of Cadets & Services
Academy

Visit to an MT section
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Army Schools Challenge Day

On Monday 14 March, 28
students in Year 10 had the
opportunity to take part in the
Army Schools Challenge Day,
organised by No 1 Army
Recruiting Team from Woolwich
Garrison.

Minefield Command Task

The students were able to
complete a series of teambuilding exercises and activities
designed to challenge and
encourage team work to solve
problems called ‘Command
Tasks’. The scenarios were all
geared to getting the participants
to think, problem-solve,
communicate and plan together
in order to complete the task
successfully. Teamwork
underpins all military activities
and command tasks are widely
used to develop a team ethos

River Crossing Command task

and identify leadership
potential.

get the team across the
river.

In the ‘Minefield’ scenario, a
pair of participants have to
work together and
communicate effectively. One
person is blindfolded and has
to walk through the minefield
without setting off any of the
‘mines’. The only way to
complete this is to rely on
accurate directions from his/
her sighted partner.

The Army Recruiting Team
are all regular soldiers,
many of whom have been
deployed in Afghanistan.
On the breaks between
tasks, the students were
encouraged to ask any
questions they wanted to
about Army life.

In another scenario, a team of
six have to use three short
planks to move the whole
team across a wide ‘river’
which has three stepping
stones. The whole team is
involved and they have to
work together and
communicate their ideas to

The event was a great
success with the
participants, who were all
keen to find out more
about the Army and get
involved in further
challenge events.
Mr Des Smith
Head of Cadets & Services
Academy

Ball & cone command task
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Globe Academy Learning Resource Centre Make-over
The LRC at Globe Academy is undergoing a transformation. Old books have been packed up and have been sent to
schools in South Africa which are in desperate need of resources.
Students from Globe entered a competition to win the opportunity to visit a library supplier to choose new books
for the library. Students were asked to write a letter explaining why they should be chosen for the job of buying
books for their age group.
The winners were Usman Mustapha (Year 7), Mohib Ali (Year 8), Cara Mayes (Year 8), Ochuko Toweh (Year 8),
Darnell Obi-Daniel (Year 10) and Toyosi Tijani (Year 11). The group visited Peters Booksellers in Birmingham and
spent the day filling a trolley each with books they would like to see in the school library. The new books, as well
as books for all Globe Academy students including Nursery, Primary and EAL students will be arriving on our
shelves soon.
Ms Charlotte Barton, Learning Resource Centre Manager

The following students have explored the most
of the Rubiks Universe since January 2011.
Well done everyone. This will definitely have a
positive impact on your progress in maths.
Ceri Ward –Jones
Consultant Subject Lead Maths

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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What’s going on in Tronador?

Year 6 trip to the IMAX
Year 6 went on a trip to the IMAX to see Tron Legacy in 3D. We are all working hard in Year 6 to get ready for
our SATs so we went on a fun trip to keep us going for the next few weeks! We are studying 'The London Eye
Mystery' in Literacy and so after the film, we went and ate our lunch by the London Eye to see if we could see
any clues to help us solve the mystery...It was a great day and we really enjoyed the film (and our popcorn!).
Ms Caroline Field, Year 6 Teacher

were very well behaved and were a credit to the
school. We would like to thank everyone who
helped with the trip and the parents for taking
time out of their busy day to accompany us. The
Nursery enjoyed the topic so much that they
On February 17 the Nursery children went on a
trip to the Science Museum to support their topic have turned the classroom into space, with a
space station and a spaceship. So if you see an
on Space. We had a fantastic time. We saw an
astronaut, a spaceship and some rockets! It was alien walking around the Globe (Academy) please
direct it back to us!!
out of this world!!! We learnt lots of new facts
about space that we hadn’t learnt in
school. Some children even taught people at the Ms Lucia Apicella,
Nursery Manager
museum some interesting facts. The children

Nursery trip to the
Science Museum

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Year 2 trip to London Bridge

Southwark Community Games

As part of the History curriculum in Year 2, we are
learning about the Great Fire of London. We
decided to take the pupils to Pudding Lane to show
them where it all started.
On Thursday 17 February we all set off and walked
to Pudding Lane. The pupils were all very excited
and enjoyed the walk and talk about their local
environment as well.
Once at the Monument, in Pudding Lane, we all had
to climb the 311 stairs to the top. Comments like, ‘ I
am tired.’ ‘Are we there yet?’ and my personal
favourite, ‘I thought there was a lift!’ were heard all
the way to the top. We all made it to the top and
the views were breath taking. The pupils tried to
find different buildings, they asked about which
buildings were built at the end of the fire and some
could point out the way back to school.

On Monday 14 March, Year 5 took part in the
Southwark Community Schools Athletics
competition along with eight other local schools.

The pupils competed in field events including:
javelin, the long jump, the triple jump, quick
bounce, standing jump and chest throw as well as
running events such as the 100 metre sprint and
various relay races. The pupils worked well as a
team and , although we did not get through to the
Back at school they all wrote lovely accounts of their semi-finals, the pupils were commended for their
outing and it was great to see how much they
behaviour and team work.
remembered and how many of the facts was
mentioned in their writing.
Ms Roz Thistleton, Year 5 Teacher
The outing to Pudding Lane was a big success.
Year 2
Archimedes and Copernicus

We took a photo of other people enjoying the sight at
Pudding Lane. The pupils commented that they look like
ants.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Year 5 Biscuit Project for Red Nose Day
As part of a D&T cross curricular project, Year 5 completed research, designed and then made biscuits
which they then sold on Red Nose Day to raise money for comic relief. They made over £100 selling
the biscuits to pupils across the school as well as parents after school.
One pupil said "It was great fun making biscuits, I had never made them before and I am now making
them at home too!"

Ms Roz Thistleton,
Year 5 Teacher

Tronador pupils learn about
“Stranger Danger”

“I never knew that it was dangerous to open your
door to a stranger. Now I know to pretend Mum’s
in the bath and tell anyone at the door to come
back later!”
The children learnt not to talk to strangers and to
find a trusted adult if they ever feel in danger. PC
Smith taught our children not to give away their
name or any personal details at the door or on the
phone as well as on the internet. He also made
children aware that they should not be left alone
at home. The children now know these rules:
Never go with a stranger
Never take things from a stranger
Never get in a car with a stranger
Never go off on your own

On Tuesday 15 February PC Richard Smith visited
Tronodor School and talked to Years one, two and Ms Louise Russell,
three about ‘Stranger Danger’ and personal safety. Teacher
We all found the advice really useful. Tatiana
Alcobia, Year two Copernicus, later commented:

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador News
Year 1 visit to United
Reformed Church

In Religious Education, Year 1 are
learning about Christianity. On
Tuesday 22 March Year 1A and Year
1B paid the United Reformed
Church, in Elephant and Castle, a
visit.
Minister Peter welcomed us to the
church and gave us a talk about
why Christians go to church and
what they do at church. The
children sang songs with the
Minister and asked him questions.
Some of their questions were: Why
do people go to church? What is

close friends. Each child had a total
of twenty words to learn to spell
accurately. They were given two
weeks to learn these words and
Our vibrant Student Council has
class teachers then tested them to
once again risen to the challenge of assess how successful they were in
encouraging their peers to raise
learning to spell them. We
funds for the much needed
managed to raise the sum of
playground equipment.
£354.56.

SPELLATHON
SUCCESS

All classes ranging from Reception
to Year 6 took part in a Spellathon
and got sponsors from family and

God made of? Why is there a
cross?
The Minister patiently answered
the questions and educated us all.
It was an informative and
interesting visit to the church. The
children returned to school and
gave an account of their trip.
Year 1 said “We would like to say
thank you to Minister Peter for
taking time to speak to us”.
Ms Holly Ashby
Year 1 Teacher
Year 3 mum commented on the
idea that raising money and
learning at the same time is both
educational and profitable.
With the money raised we will
purchase board games which are
both fun and educational.

Ms Marie Williams
Both teachers, children and parents Student Council Leader
immediately warmed to the idea of
conducting a Spellathon and one

Years and a Red Nose Day Total Wipeout in Year 1.
The pupils also brought in any spare change they had
at home with the intention of covering a huge banner
Red Nose Day banner with the coins. The children had
On Friday 18 March 2011, most of the pupils and staff such an enjoyable day and it ended with the
in Tronador School turned up for lessons in their fundraising activities in the playground at 3.30pm
pyjamas with a donation of £1 for doing so! The where our families were able to support the event.
reason for this was to raise lots of money for Red
Nose Day, an event which raises money for charities The total amount raised in Tronador School for Red
in Africa and the UK and one theme for the day was to Nose Day was a huge £1054.22 which is a fantastic
effort! Thank you to everyone who made Red Nose
‘wear something funny for money’.
Day 2011 so enjoyable and for enabling us to raise so
However the fun didn’t stop there as each class from much money.

Tronador celebrate
Red Nose Day

Nursery through to Year 6 had organised their own
fundraising event with activities such as a sponsored Ms Sam Colburn
run in Year 6, to designing and baking their own Deputy Headteacher Tronador
biscuits in Year 5 to making bookmarks in the Early

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador Pupils - celebrating Red Nose Day
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Kilimanjaro News
Year 10 Mock
Interview Day

opportunity for them to gain
interview experience and receive
constructive feedback from
professionals in both industry and
education. The day was a huge
success and I received fantastic
feedback from the volunteers on
how impressed they were with our
students and how much they
enjoyed meeting them.
Each student received detailed
feedback on their interviews, a
selection of which is below:

“ABSOLUTELY brimming with
confidence. If I had a job offer he
would get it based solely on
his confidence, it was
contagious. Very cheerful,
maintained eye contact, good
The Year 10 students recently took
posture, fantastic
part in a Mock Interview Day in
interview!” Banji Oke, Law
preparation for their work
Student and Debate Mate
experience in May. Twenty
mentor, Kings College on
volunteers from local businesses and interviewing Femi Akinwande.
universities kindly took time out of
work to come into the school and
“Very confident and mature
give students the opportunity of
young man, with excellent vision
being in an interview setting. They
and passion that came across
were each interviewed for twenty
along with his experience and
minutes in order to help develop
skills.” Will go far, well done!
their interview skills and in turn build Lucy Sam, ARK on interviewing
their confidence. This was a valuable Daniel Mbuthia.
“I was extremely impressed
with Jefferson’s performance
in the interview. He came
across as a very thoughtful
and friendly young man. I
was particularly impressed
with his plans for his future
career, a credit to the
school!” Mick O’Sullivan,
Aimhigher on interviewing
Jefferson Figueroa.

achieve his goals.” John Zanku,
Ministry of Defence on interviewing
Promise Iwyeh-Nwabudike.
“Grace is a lovely girl, who was able
to provide good conversation and
asked questions when
necessary. She has a clear idea of
her future options and knows what
she needs to do to achieve
them. She was a pleasure to
interview.” Sheri Selby, Actis on
interviewing Grace Jacobs.
During the afternoon the students
attended a feedback assembly where
they received valuable interview tips

from our experts. This was followed
by a fantastic interactive theatre
performance by ActorShop looking at
health and safety whilst on work
experience. It was a really enjoyable
day, and the students of Kilimanjaro
were fantastic ambassadors for
Globe Academy.
Miss Caroline Rowley
Extended Schools Co-ordinator

“He is very keen, polite and
has the enthusiasm to
excel. With little help will

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Kilimanjaro pupils visit Le Gavroche!

Year 11 Catering pupils have been working hard over
the last term for their practical Controlled
Assessment. This has involved a variety of research
into different international foods and restaurants.
We were thrilled when top celebrity chef Michel
Roux Jnr, from programmes such as ‘Celebrity Master
Chef’ and ‘Service’, invited us for a tour of his family
business.

then given a tour by the Assistant Manager. We were
It’s a restaurant called Le Gavroche tucked away just shown all of the kitchen, given tips on presenting and
behind Park Lane. We were welcomed by Michel, and serving food and taken into the wine cellar, which
holds over 80,000 bottles of wine.
Despite being one of the top restaurants in the
world, having won three Michelin Stars, and
numerous other awards, the staff were incredibly
friendly, answered all of our questions, and gave us
some great advice for our upcoming exams. Anyone
who is thinking of taking GCSE Catering, this is
definitely a step towards being the next Master
Chef!
Ms Sarah Dibley
Food Technology Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Elbrus News
Elbrus Saturday School
Elbrus have been running a Saturday school every week from 10am-1pm. Students have been studying a variety of
subjects including Literacy, English, Humanities and PE. Lessons involved students debating on current affairs and
even creating their own Elbrus newsletter.

Ms Louise Nichols
Assistant Head of Elbrus

Bronze Arts Award Project
Over the past 6 months, Year 7 students have been
working on completing their Bronze Arts Award which
will allow them to achieve a Level 1 national
qualification.
The Bronze Arts Award is all about seeing, trying, and
doing new things in whatever part of the arts world
inspires you. Year 7 students have attended events such
as the IMAX cinema to get a real life experience in
Animation. They are currently working on creating their
very own short 3D animation film. They have also
researched their heroes, and will finish the qualification
off by sharing their experiences with others.
Employers, universities and colleges know that Arts
Award is a qualification that shows your level of
commitment and progress in the arts, and in developing
new skills.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Ms Jenn Jones
Transition Teacher
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Year 7 English Pupils
Perform
A Midsummer Night’s
Dream
Year 7 English pupils have been working hard
this half term studying Shakespeare. Their
studies culminated in a performance of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.
The cast all worked hard to make their
costumes and learn their cues to ensure the
performance was a success.
Congratulations to the cast:
Fahaz Abdi – Oberon & Theseus
Caleb Fagbemi – Hamnet & Puck
Nefertari Armane – Helena
Saffron Khan – Hermia
Shurkye Scott – Demetrius
Lee Purchase – Lysander
Jack Marshall – Flute
Agnes Conteh – Fairy
Mariama Kamara – Titania & Hippolyta
Bamidele Balogun – Bottom & Shakespeare
Mentor Hasani – Egeus
All students in the cast produced an
outstanding performance of their play to Year
7 Elbrus pupils as part of their final assessment.
Well Done!
Mr Scanlon, Elbrus Headteacher said: “The Year
7 production of a “Midsummer’s Night’s
Dream” was one of the most original school
productions I have seen. Hilarious, energetic
with some striking performances from all of the
cast. A great success.”

Miss Jenn Jones
Transition Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Elbrus News
Bronze Arts Award
A group of Year 9 pupils have been working towards their
Bronze Arts Award. One of the modules is dance
leadership. Their challenge was to lead a group of Year 3
pupils.
The pupils came over to the dance studio and were
treated to an exciting dance session starting with a warm
up, then the opportunity to learn a short piece of dance
followed by time to create a piece of dance.
The leaders were fantastic. They will definitely be given
the opportunity to do this again.
Ms Louise Nichols
Assistant Head of School

Training and volunteer work at the
London Motor Museum
Elbrus pupil, Fitzroy Cunningham, has been given the opportunity
to volunteer at the London Motor Museum. On Monday 21
March, Fitzroy went for his first training session, polishing cars.
Fitzroy will continue to volunteer at the museum every Saturday
from now on. This is a fantastic opportunity for Fitzroy who has a
keen interest in super cars and hopes to work with them in the
future.
Mrs Harriet Stokes , Marketing

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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McKinley News
McKinley Pupils go to university
for a day!
On 30 March a group of us in Mc Kinley attended a
Bilingual Learners Day at King’s College London. Our
school had received an invitation from Southwark and
we were excited about the prospect of seeing what
university life is like and what King’s College in particular
is like, as we had heard that King’s is one of the world’s
most prestigious universities. We also wanted to learn
about careers that can be pursued by bilingual people.
When we got to the Waterloo campus we were
welcomed by student ambassadors from King’s College.
They were of various nationalities – English, Welsh,
Singaporean, Greek, German, Polish, Portuguese, and
they were studying different courses.

academic context and knowing how to use language in a
persuasive way in written course work and in verbal
presentations.
After our talk, we were given a tour around King’s
College campuses and we got to see a huge lecturing
theatre, a big antique meeting room with paintings on
the walls, Reggie the college’s lion stone mascot, and
King’s College chapel which was stunning. We learned
that King’s is in fact the oldest university in the UK after
Oxford, Cambridge and UCL.
After the tour we were give vouchers to have lunch at
King’s canteen. This was cool. We were surrounded by
other student visitors and by King’s College undergrads
and King’s student ambassadors who were looking after
us.

After lunch, we gathered together again and had a talk
about the different jobs and professions that can be
To start the day, we were given a warm up quiz. We got taken on by bilingual people. We came across a few
to see lots of pupils from other schools who spoke more careers we had not considered before, for example:
than one language. Everyone introduced themselves and interpreting at the European Parliament and European
said what languages they spoke. We were able to ask
Union institutions, interpreting at a magistrate’s court,
the student ambassadors questions regarding things we whispering interpreting, etc. We were also presented
did not know.
with evidence of companies placing great value on
employees who are proficient in more than one
We were given a talk about varieties of English and
about the need there is in a globalised world to operate language.
in different languages and different registers and
An important aspect of the visit was that we were able
contexts. We learned about levels of formality in the
to have an insight into what university life is like and into
language and accents of English. We understood the
the responsibility and diligence that comes with
importance of being proficient in the use of academic
independence. The visit opened our horizons and gave
English (EAP), and about the hard work that goes into
us another reason for applying ourselves to the
writing a good essay. Other topics touched on were the acquisition of Academic English.
importance of organising one’s time efficiently, studying
in a methodical way so as not to be cramming all the
Yasmin Dang, Yasmine Anne
information the night before the exam, developing social Mariama Mendy, Marie N’Drin
skills, knowing how to communicate effectively in an
Ms Mariely Toro

Come and learn more about the academy and get involved at the

Globe Academy
Community Forum
A text will be sent out with the date of the next meeting so please keep
your eyes peeled for more information
For more information, contact Harriet Stokes on Tel: 020 7940 5101 or Email: harriet.stokes@globeacademy.org
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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McKinley Performances
helping to boost their literacy skills.
Their efforts are to be commended, as everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the show.
Special mention should go to Robert Antwi for
learning every single one of his lines by heart, and to
Martin Yates for filling in at such short notice.
Jaydon Plummer was fantastic indeed as Mr. Fox, and
the rest of the cast really pulled out all the stops to
make this an unforgettable performance.
Miss Paturaud
Year 8 Transition Teacher

Fantastic Mr Fox
Following in the tradition of Christmas Pantomime, 8I
performed their reading of Sally Reid’s play
adaptation of Roald Dahl’s Fantastic Mr Fox.
The class worked very hard to put this project
together in a short time, and pupils spent hours
preparing for the performance.
Pupils were given the task of designing their own
costumes based on their vision of the characters.
This project allowed the pupils to understand the
importance of working as a team, and gave them
practical, hands on approach to reading, as well as

Southwark Schools Literature
Quiz

During April, Globe Academy took part in the 2011
Southwark Schools Literature Quiz, held at Kingsdale
School. The quiz is organised by Southwark School
librarians and is in its second year. Enthusiastic readers,
Edwina Omokara and Alex Nicholson from Year 7 and
Ochuko Toweh from Year 8, all in McKinley, competed
against 14 other schools from the borough. They
answered questions on Shakespeare, classical myths,
Diary of a Wimpy Kid, films made from books and more.

Despite being a team member down, due to illness, the
team came a very respectable 6th place and were
congratulated by the Deputy Mayor of Southwark,
Lorraine Lauder!
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Globe pupils celebrate World Book Day
Pupils across the academy
enjoyed celebrating World
Book Day on 3 March with a
variety of activities. Author,
Peter Cocks, visited
Kilimanjaro pupils and signed
copies of his book Long Reach.
McKinley and Elbrus pupils
visited Tronador and read
stories to the younger pupils
there. Both the younger and
the older students enjoyed
this so much we hope to make
it a regular event!
McKinley student Caprice
Barton won a giant Tinie
Tempah poster at the ‘Brilliant
Book Quiz’ held in the library
at lunchtime and Kilimanjaro
student Kadijatu Kamara came
runner up.
Well done to everyone who
took part in the reading
celebrations!
Charlotte Barton, Learning
Resource Centre Manager
On 3 March, along with the
rest of the country, Globe
Academy celebrated world
book day. Both children and
staff in Tronador schoool,
dressed up as a favourite
character from a book and the
best costumes were awarded
with books as prizes. The
children also took part in a
'book swap' whereby older
children got a chance to read
with younger ones. Some of
our foundation stage children
were read to by children from
KS3 & 4 who were able to
share their love of books with
the eager youngsters.
Ms Roz Thistleton
Year 5 Teacher

Nursery celebrate
World book day too!

came over to read them some
stories. The secondary school pupils
were fantastic and read beautifully to
them. Thank you, and we hope they
will come back again to read us more
stories!

On March 3, 2011 Nursery celebrated
world book day by dressing up as their
favourite book character. They carried
Lucia Apicella
out lots of different activities. The
most exciting part of the day was when Nursery Manager
children from the secondary school

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
Pupils from Globe
Academy are
commended

ITunes. This will be used to place
the recordings of future lunchtime
recitals and will also showcase
outstanding pupil work throughout
the academy.

At the beginning of the year, the
school choir entered the BBC songs
of praise choir of the year
competition. They received some
very positive feedback from an
eminent panel and were
Commended for their performance.
We are looking forward to entering
next year and getting our name out
as well as continuing to build a
positive relationship with the
national and local community.

We already have clips from the
school choir performing at the
Royal Opera House and you can
even hear their entry into this
year’s BBC Songs of Praise Choir of
the Year competition!

Pupils sing at Royal
Opera House
Members of Elbrus, McKinley and
Kilimanjaro attended auditions at
the Royal Opera House to be part of
the choir that will sing at the
opening ceremony of the Olympic
Games in 2012.

Please go to the link below and
click ‘view in Itunes’ should you
wish to subscribe
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/
podcast/globeacademy1/
id423806355
Mr James Barker - Consultant
Subject Lead Music

section to sing by themselves.
Both Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3
sang ‘Dancing in the Street’,
famously sang by Martha Reeves &
The Vandellas and performed in the
movie Sister Act. All of the children
and parents really enjoyed the
performance and are excited to see
what the June 2011 singing event
will bring.
“I enjoyed performing at the event.
This was my first time singing in
front of an audience of 900 people.
It was fun! (Damaris, Year 3)
“Superb display of Globe
talent” (Mrs Williams, Year 3 class
teacher)
“I enjoyed singing in front of lots of
people and it made me feel very
proud of myself.” (Iremnur Tunc,
Year 2)

Globe Pupils
perform at the
Queen Elizabeth
Hall

Globe were the only academy to
represent ARK Schools and
Southwark and worked with some
very eminent practitioners to learn
a variety of songs that spanned the
globe and ages. They have been
called back to round two of
auditions in March.

Once again Ark Schools
united as one to celebrate
our musical repertoire!

Globe Academy Podcast

Key Stage 1 pupils opened the show Ms Angela Appiah, Teaching
brilliantly with their own rendition Assistant - Music
of ‘I Wish’ in which the Key Stage 1
children of Tronador were given a

On 14 March 2011, the Key
Stage 2 choir performed at
the Queen Elizabeth Hall at
an event called ‘One Voice’.
There were 11 schools who
This was an incredible opportunity took part this year, including
and we wait with baited breath to guest feeder Primary schools
see if they will make the final cut to and singers from Key Stage 1,
perform at the Opening Ceremony 2, 3, and 4 from across the
of the Olympics.
network.

There is now a Globe Academy
Music Department Podcast in

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
Dances from the Decades
The Dances from the Decade show took place on 31
March, and was a real success. This show was organised
by the Year 10 BTEC dance pupils as a part of their
assessment. We explored a variety of dance styles across
the decades. Ranging from the 1900s through to the
2000s. Pupils from across all three small schools took
part and performed a range of dance styles including
Ballet, Lindy Hop, Disco and Street Dance.
A big thank you to all the pupils who took part from
Elbrus, McKinley and Kilimanjaro, and to those who
attended and supported us on the night.
Ms Derya Maci
Dance Teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Sports Report
The team played with
enthusiasm and
determination and scored
The Year 8 cricket team a large amount of runs.
took part in the first
Zubair Hamza scored the
Southwark and
vast majority of our runs
Lambeth indoor cricket throughout the
league over the last
tournament and also took
term and played
a large amount of
incredibly well. Globe
wickets. His big hitting
finished the league in
and pace bowling was too
second place narrowly much for most teams.
missing out on the first Globe played fantastic
place spot to Kingsdale.
cricket throughout the

Year 8 Cricket

Step into dance
Students from the Year 11 PE
dance group formed a dance
crew and performed in
Southwark’s Step into Dance
showcase at Kingsdale
Foundation school. The several
weeks of hard work of planning
their choreography and

tournament and really
deserved to win but just
lost out to a very good
Kingsdale team. The cricket
team begin their summer
league after Easter and
hopefully we can perform
even better than last term
so that we can come out
top of the league.
Harry James, PE Teacher

practicing the performance paid off as
they flawlessly showed off their rhythm,
co-ordination, timing and creativity to
the appreciative crowd.
Year 11 street dance crew: Christian
Carreno Vargas, Jason Do, Billy Garcia,
Margaret Mitchell, Lippy Begum, Andrea
Cabrera, Anthea Alabi.

Explore sport
The Year 10 BTEC sports class visited London Southbank University to experience
life as a Sports Science student in an institute of higher education. Pupils took part
in scientific sports testing, learnt some scary facts about nutrition and
demonstrated their sports’ coaching skills. The pupils were praised by the organiser
for their fantastic behaviour and inquisitive attitude to learning.

International football game
The Year 10 and Year 11 BTEC Sports classes attended the England vs Ghana
international friendly football game at Wembley Stadium. The atmosphere was
electric throughout the whole game and ended in a 1-1 draw. For the majority of
the students it was their first experience of watching live professional sport and
as well as being awestruck by the levels of fitness and skills of the professionals,
many just enjoyed and learnt about the atmosphere and culture of professional
sporting occasions.
Walter Mendoza
Consultant Subject Lead -PE
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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